H225
The mission provider
From crew change and SAR up to multirole missions
H225
The all weather, long range provider

Versatile configuration
- Large cabin volume with flat floor, integrated rails and Large windows
- From 19 crashworthy seats up to 28 troop seats or 6 stretchers
- Easy access through 2 large lateral sliding doors,
- Choice of fire fighting solution (Bambi bucket, water cannon or water tank)
- Large choice of auxiliary fuel tanks to extend your mission range

Fitted for mission success
Offshore crew change, SAR, aerial work fire fighting, law enforcement, passenger or VIP transportation
- Wide range of options and STCs available
- Full de-icing kit
- Multi-purpose engine air intake protections
- Aerial work Class C operation (power lining)

Advanced pilot assistance
- Recognized dual duplex, 4-axis digital autopilot and avionics providing an unrivalled flight envelope protection and navigation/hovering precision and stability even in the harshest condition of operation
- Automatic rig approach (Rig’N Fly)
- SAR modes
- TCAS coupled to the autopilot for automatic optimized avoidance maneuvers
- More safety thanks to enhanced situation awareness

DIMENSIONS

Length
19.50 m 63.98 ft
Height
4.97 m 16.30 ft
Main rotor diameter
16.20 m 53.14 ft

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

MTOW/ MAUW External load
11,000/11,200 kg 24,250/24,692 lb
Useful load (Short/Long)
5,406 kg 11,918 lb
Sling load capacity
4,750 kg 10,472 lb
Capacity
1 or 2 pilots + up to 19 passengers

PERFORMANCE (ISA, SL)

Maximum speed (Vne)
324 km/h 175 kts
Max range (Short/Long) with std fuel tank
838 km 452 NM
Max endurance (Short/Long) with std fuel tank
4h05min

ENGINE

Model
2 x SAFRAN MAKILA 2A1
Takeoff power
1,567 kW 2,101 shp
One engine inoperative (OEI 2 min30s)
1,776 kW 2,382 shp

H225 benefits for operators
- All weather
- Versatile
- Remarkable volume and payload
- Pilot assistance